
Dear Karen, 	 1/9/76 

Don'te be overwhelmed by the special stationery. I save it for my most important 
7:4 	letters. Copy paper where the paper is no good or the copies aren't. 

Glaa to get the clips. There has been a minor controversy about the significance 
of activity circa that period, I think a disinformation operation. 

I'm interested in what Vecht said if you still have the clipping. He has also 
come to believe he owns the subject. Only a fool would have expected other• than that 
about which he complains. Be also probably has a legitimate complaint. But there is no 
grownup who has every looked at TV and knows the complexity of the story,leave alone 
the needs of whitewashing, who doesn't know that will finally be used is quite brief. 

What h_ppened to the defense investigator is too long a story to tell. I had 
agreed to be on the Ray show (they asked for nothing else) and then refused when 
they took certain P1edison Avenue steps in court that were prejudicial to Ray and thus 
gave me a conflict of interest. I don't think they are used to having prime-time 
appearances refused. Considering how little they liked me before that they now like 
me less is costless. But I'm surprised you didn't notice the whole thing was ripped 
off from Frame-Up. 

One of my FOIA suits coincided with the CM and NYTimes pro-government efforts. 
What I got from it and what I did with it at a press conference subdued the propa-
ganda in the works. 

Little else new. I'm coming along slowly but work more than a normal day. 

Ditappointed that there isn't more interest on campuses about serious speeches. 
The nits and self-promoters seem to heve a monopoly. 

I have one for next week and this one the lecture bureau didn't get. I. turned 
it over tp them, then they booked it. 

Best regards, 
■•• 
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